Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
What is WaterStart?

WaterStart is a global, not-for-profit, private organisation with a mission to accelerate the
adoption and deployment of innovative technologies in the global water industry.
Driven by the needs of water agencies and large water consumers, we provide an avenue for
sharing resources and mitigating risks to deploy new solutions that help not just our members,
but the communities in which they operate.
WaterStart is committed to removing major entry barriers for technology providers ready to
scale their innovative solutions to the global market.

Where does WaterStart operate?

Founded in Nevada (US) in 2014, WaterStart established offices in Las Vegas and Reno. In
2018, WaterStart launched its first Australian office in Brisbane, Queensland.
Memberships have since expanded beyond these regions into other US states, and recently,
the United Kingdom.

Who are WaterStart Members?

WaterStarts Membership portfolio includes a range of water agencies (both bulk water and
distribution/retail agencies) around the globe.
Members also include major water consumers, such as resorts, agriculture and mining entities.

Current Members (2020)

Our Program at a glance

WaterStart provides innovation services to water management agencies, technology
companies, and policy makers to spur economic growth in the water sector.
Pilot projects assisted through WaterStart’s co-funding model reduces the risk and costs of
innovation by dispersing amongst several invested parties. This improves the capabilities for
Members to trial new technology, as well as allowing other Members to access the pilot details
to determine if suitable for their organisation.
With the support from WaterStart, technology companies can scale their solution and ensure
long-term sustainability to deliver innovation to the broader industry.
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Technology Recruitment (RFPs)
How are solutions identified through the WaterStart program?
WaterStart facilitates as many as four (4) Request for Proposals (RFP) rounds per year to recruit
technology solutions.
Each RFP round targets a specific set of challenges (referred to as ‘priorities’) elected by
participating Members.
The number of priorities per RFP round range from five (5) to ten (10) priorities.
Note: In the interest of our Members, WaterStart never discloses priority owners to the public.
Who can respond to WaterStart’s RFP?
WaterStart operates globally, therefore we do not pose geographical limitations to applications
as long as applicants meet two key conditions:
I. Applicants must clearly address published priority/ies; and
II. the applicant has an interest to scale to at least one of WaterStart’s Member regions
being USA, Australia or UK.
Are there any fees associated with the WaterStart Program?
The WaterStart program is free of charge to applicants.
I am a Solution Provider, how can I apply to WaterStart’s RFP?
In order to apply to WaterStart’s RFP, solution providers must first register to WaterStart’s
platform, CHANNELS (instructions below).
Channels is WaterStart's technology recruitment tool that:
I. Publishes all of WaterStart’s Priorities; and
II. Facilitates the RFP application process.
Once registered, your company will be added to the WaterStart database (viewed by
Members) and you will be alerted as new RFP rounds open.
CHANNELS Registration Process
1. Head to WaterStart's website www.waterstart.com .
2. On the top right-hand corner of the home page, click "Become a Member/Login".
3. Click the button "Sign Up" located on the right-hand side of the screen.
4. Select "I am a Tech Provider".
5. Enter your details (username, email, password) and confirm.
6. Once confirmed, you will be prompted to sign in using your details.
7. You now have access to view and respond to open RFP's.
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How are RFP proposals evaluated?

Proposal evaluation is broken into two distinct phases:
Phase I: WaterStart’s internal assessment is conducted by resident experts. During this phase,
proposals are assessed in terms of quality, technology readiness, risk and alignment to priority.
WaterStart may reach out to applicant s for further information, if required (within 30 days of RFP close)
Phase II: WaterStart hands-over proposals with recommendations to Members for review. Members
shortlist potential candidates and WaterStart facilitates further discussions based on the feedback from
interested parties (within 60 days of RFP close).
When will I hear back from WaterStart regarding the outcome of my application?
WaterStart will advise proposal outcomes within 60 days of RFP closing date.

Pilots
What is a Pilot project?
A Pilot Project is a specific scoped trial or test that will verify and validate the viability of a
potential solution including software; hardware infrastructure; capability.
A Pilot Project has been an agreed priority from Member(s); has been through an RFP
process; and has been scoped, with funding approved and allocated.
What is WaterStart’s Pilot funding model?
WaterStart will co-fund 50% of the technology-related costs of any approved Pilot Project; i.e.
50% directly attributable to engaging the Technology Provider and in which payment to them
is required.
This means that WaterStart does not fund the internal Project Management; organisational
change management or administrative costs of the Member – such costs are borne by the
Member.
What is the average cost of a Pilot project?
A single pilot project costs typically range between USD$20,000 and USD$150,000, subject to
the project scope. This total is shared between WaterStart and participating Member/s.
What are the contracting arrangements for a Pilot project?
There are two Contracting options for Pilot projects:
1. Tripartite Agreement (Preferred) - This involves a single contract between all three parties
with a defined scope, responsibilities, payment milestones and obligations (singularly and
jointly) properly defined and agreed; and
2. Member to Technology Company and WaterStart to Technology Company Contracts – this
involves separate contracts by the Member and WaterStart to the Technology Company
based on explicit roles and responsibilities.
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Pilots (Continued)
What’s WaterStart’s role in pilot delivery?
WaterStart do not act as the Project Managers for the Pilot Project, this is undertaken by the
Member organisation, but have expertise in project assurance and to support Members and
Technology Companies.
WaterStart provides support, advice and assurance for the Pilot project ensuring that the
Members obtain the expected benefits and that risks are appropriately mitigated through
good governance of the project.
WaterStart’s involvement also enables knowledge transfer from Pilot delivery back to
Channels for Innovation via defined case studies that ensure all Members obtain value,
lessons, and insights from Pilot delivery.

Evaluation and Knowledge-Sharing
How are Pilot Projects evaluated?
The very purpose of undertaking a Pilot Project is to test and validate that the potential solution
will work, pose no risk or ensure that risks can be mitigated. As such, WaterStart has the following
evaluation criteria focused on specific solution characteristics:

1. Functional Suitability – How suitable is a proposed solution for WaterStart Members - will it
satisfy its intended purpose? Is the solution interoperable (i.e. can it be used to support
Member requirements and situations)?
2. Reliability – How tolerant is the solution of faults? How easily can the solution be recovered if
there is a fault and what traceability aspects will be required?
3. Performance / Efficiency - Is the amount of time taken to perform functions efficiently. Does
the solution use or require a reasonable amount of resources for its intended purpose?
4. Operability - How easy is the solution to understand, learn and use?
5. Security – How will the Technology Provider account for, control and ensure the integrity of
acquired data. This will be in accordance with Member Information Management standards
and WaterStart will to the best of our ability ensure information security is in compliance with
relevant Information Security Policy.
6. Compatibility – The solution must coexist with other systems, hardware infrastructure and
applications?
7. Maintainability – How easy is it to analyse, change, or test the solution? How stable is the
solution? How easy is it to maintain and repair?
8. Portability – How adaptable or replaceable is the solution?
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Evaluation and Knowledge-Sharing (continued)
How are Pilot learnings captured and shared?
Knowledge, learnings and insights captured along the Pilot project journey are developed
into comprehensive case-studies in collaboration with the Member and Technology
Company staff.
Case studies are published on WaterStart’s Channels platform, which acts as the Knowledge
bank for all Members to access and participate in joint-learning activities.
Case studies also help fast track to a solution to implementation by Members based on those
learnings and insights.
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